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BY RAINE BALJAK

Welcome newcomers to the
Shawarma Tribe, and for our senior
Shawarma Addicts, I am sure you are

a Cebuana, and she stays true to her

familiar with the original

island. Thus the birth of Shawarma

mouthwatering menu starring the

Gourmet in 2015 at Parkmall, Mandaue

big red heart, "made with love", and

City. A growing concern of accessibility

now, a never before shared story

led the owners to depart the industrial

behind the brand. Its name alone,

zone to relocate to the residentially

Shawarma Gourmet, brings forth a

populus, Cebu City at Escario Central

gastronome of authentic flavor and

Mall, redefining Shawarma Gourmet as

quality leaving you wanting more.

a destination restaruant in 2017.

It begins with passion in the kitchen,

By 2019, they earned their Excellence

where Mr. & Mrs. SG have tasteful

Award from TripAdvisor thanks to

trial and error competitions with

supportive fans and customers from

Levantine cuisine (a term used for

across the globe. Shawarma Gourmet

dishes eaten in Iraq, Syria, Egypt,

continues to be a family favorite for

Lebanon, Jordan and Palestine).

individuals with an international

Enthusastic supportive friends across

palette.

Luzon requested for a restaurant to

Now beyond dining in and

enter the Manila Market, but Mrs. SG

reservations, they also offer catering

began to consider opening one in

for your company or matramony

Cebu for the reasons that, she is

events, delivery to your doorstep and a
private room for special functions.
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shawarma
of TURKEY origin; the shawarma was birthed in a pit of
charcoal rotating vertically on a skewer, aka "sheesh".

chicken

beef

The Greek has gyros, Mexico has the burrito, the Germans
have donner and here, we have the SHAWARMA in wrap
form and in rice.
SHAWARMA RICE is a special formula invented
specifically for our Asian-blooded Filipinos.
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THE PICKS & PROCESS
Introducing original shawarma to the Cebuano market, the authentic taste is made
possible through its spices. Only the freshest meats and vegetables paired with the
finest ingredients imported from the Middle East to tease your taste buds with each
bite you take into our dishes.
To give you an idea, from Lebanon is our tahini (a seasame seed condiment), Syria for
olive oil and zatar (a combination of sumak, thyme, seasame, lemon, oregano), Iran
brings us sumak and cardemon, India brings us garbanzo beans and many spices
while Turkey also brings us garbanzo beans and dessert like Kunafa.
We take pride in the preparation of our ingredients. For example, the pickles you find in
the Shawarma wraps are pickled cucumbers at our commissary, and so are the falafels.
While our Taouk wrap is made from 24 hours of marinating chicken breast in yoghurt
with spices for your flavorful enjoyment. We guarentee quality and authenticity of our
dishes, only the finest, it's gourmet.

TODAY'S MENU

MANAKISH ASSORTMENT
A Lebanese flat breat with toppings of meats, veggies, herbs and for
today, Labneh, Zatar, Cheese, and Sujuk.

FATIR
a stuffed dough baked with different fillings such as spinach, labneh
with falafel, labneh with zatar, chicken sausage, ground meat, and
mini pizza.

FATTEH
Grounded garbanzo beans, aka chickpeas, with yoghurt mixed with
tahini and Arabic croutons with pine seeds to top.

PLATTERS
Chicken Taouk and Beef & Lamb Kebab

ASSORTED SHAWARMA BITES
For your cocktails and catering, enjoy our Chicken / Beef / Falafel
wraps in a pica-pica finger food form.

ASSORTED SAMBOUSEK
Looks like empanada but not empanda, because it's a filled puff-pastry
fried with either cheese or beef inside!
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WHO ARE THE DISHES
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MANAKISH
also Manaqish, Manaeesh, or
Manakeesh or in singular form,
Man'ousheh or Mankousheh, is
a popular Levatine food
consisting of dough topped with
thyme, cheese, or ground meat.
Similar to a pizza, it can be sliced
or folded, and it can be served
either for breakfast, lunch,
dinner, or as a snack!

TOPPINGS
LABNEH
derives from the middle of the straining process of yoghurt to cheese giving
you that greek yoghurt and sour cream flavor

ZATAR
is a mixure of sumak, thyme, seasame, dried lemon powder and oregano.

SUJUK

is a Lebanese chorizo of lamb and beef mixed with a combination of several
Mediterranean spices.

LABNEH
in Arabic, akkawi means "from Akka". Thank the cows for Akkawi this
combination of soft unripened brine cheese with a chewy, smooth consistency
and a very mild, slightly salty flavour.

FATIR
a stuffed dough baked with different
fillings such as spinach, labneh with
falafel, labneh with zatar, chicken
sausage, ground meat, and mini
pizza.

FATTEH
Grounded garbanzo beans, aka chickpeas, with
yoghurt mixed with tahini and Arabic croutons with
pine seeds to top.
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PLATTERS
The Taouk Platter is a special chicken breast marinated for 24 hours in
yoghurt and spices, grilled and paired with fries or rice with 2 pita bread and
garlic sauce with garnishes on the side such as pickles, tomatoes and onions
The Kebab Platter is a mixture of beef and lamb marinated in spices and
grinded then grilled and served with fries or rice with 2 pita bread, tahini
sauce, and garnishes such as cucumber pickles, tomatoes onion
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"if there's something
missing
from today's menu,
and you'd like to try,
feel free to order it"
MR. & MRS. Shawarma Gourmet
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AN AUTHENTIC
LEBANESE
BREAKFAST
ARRIVING
IN THE CITY,
SOON.

CONTACT US

SHAWARMA
GOURMET

032 412 0166
0945 500 4112
JOANALCUDIA@GMAIL.COM

RESERVATIONS CATERING
DELIVERY PICK-UPS
OPEN 10AM TO 12AM
DAILY

PREPARED BY RAINE BALJAK OF
GAIJIN GUIDE®

